1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Since the discovery of the electrical activity of the heart by Einthoven in 1895

[@b0005], electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring has expended from basic heart rhythm detection to complex heart disease diagnosis. It has been shown that the medical information carried in the ECG is valuable to achieve early diagnosis, then to prevent or to treat cardiovascular diseases (CVDs). For the most of heart pathologies, the long-term monitoring of cardiovascular signs is needed. In such situation, a wearable and connected ECG healthcare device is required as it increases user's comfort by allowing his mobility. Wireless monitoring is also adopted in remote diagnosis systems, which are proposed as a solution to healthcare issue for low-income, hard-to-reach or rural zones [@b0010], [@b0015]. It is recently involved in health crisis such as Coronavirus Disease 2016 (Covid-19) pandemic either to monitor patients on lockdown or to free up beds for the sickest Covid-19 patients [@b0020].

In addition to patient monitoring, the ECG is recently involved in innovative biomedical applications such as decision support system to help in the diagnosis of ambiguous cases or as a biometric signal for authentication and identification [@b0025], [@b0030]. The latter solutions involve the machine learning algorithms for classification and utilize intrinsically the wavelet transform as a feature extractor [@b0010], [@b0015], [@b0025], [@b0030], [@b0035], [@b0040].

Depending on the utilization of the ECG, the acquisition of this biomedical signal differs. For example, the detection and the diagnosis of CVDs like ischemic, cryptogenic and coronary heart diseases require extensive wireless ECG monitoring over the course of months to years. In these sophisticated application, a 12-lead, portable and low-power device is required [@b0045]. For instance, to prevent from cryptogenic strokes, monitoring using a 12-lead ECG over up to 24 h with a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) that samples the ECG signal at a frequency of 1 kilo samples per second (kS/s), produces almost 1.5 Giga bytes [@b0050]. Online processing of this huge amount of data requires high operational power and high memory resources [@b0055].

Due to ECG low innovation rate feature, many compression techniques have been proposed to optimize the digitized data with a conventional ADC [@b0060], [@b0065], [@b0070], [@b0075], [@b0080]. In fact, considering ECG characteristics, redundant and non-significant measurements are eliminated. Furthermore, compression algorithms are followed by encoding methods to reduce binary length of computed symbols [@b0085]. As many works propose different solutions for signal compression like the power spectral density, proposed in [@b0090], when the relevant information are retrieved via spectral analysis of biomedical signals, the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) still widely used to eliminate samples via a threshold while computing the sparse transform of the acquired electrocardiogram signal [@b0060], [@b0095], [@b0100]. Hybrid decompositions and integrated circuit approaches for mobile tele-cardiology have been proposed. These approaches yield high compression ratios (CRs) and improved energy efficiency [@b0085], [@b0095], [@b0100].

Thus far, most of the attempts and implemented solutions are interested in reducing data volumes independently from the sampling step [@b0100], [@b0105]. This conventional acquisition paradigm suffers from three limitations [@b0110]. First, focusing only on data compression after sampling reduces the activity of the transmission or storage modules and ignores the acquisition ones, especially analog circuits activity. Second, compression of huge amount of data often requires large buffers and many computational iterations. Third, as ECG is always digitized at a constant frequency, its low innovation rate feature is disregarded. Exhausting activity of pre- and post-compression modules is therefore inevitable.

Thus, in order to relax compression requirements and data volumes, a signal-dependent ADC architecture is interesting [@b0115], [@b0120], [@b0125]. In the last decade, sampling with level-crossing ADC (LC-ADC) has caught researchers' attention. In fact, it only acquires relevant information by comparing the signal to a specific set of levels. Thus, sampling frequency changes according to signal variation and the circuit activity is reduced [@b0115], [@b0120], [@b0125]. Thanks to ECG low innovation rate feature, less data is processed after sampling compared to the conventional ADC.

Certainly, the LC-ADC reduces the mean sampling rate but it delivers the samples and their quantized time intervals. Therefore, ECG compression is still needed especially with long-time monitoring. Besides, the system would benefit from higher compression ratios, lower complexity and lower power consumption than those reached by using only the LC-ADC [@b0130]. To the best of the authors' knowledge, while many works have been interested in compression of discrete-time sampled data [@b0060], [@b0095], [@b0100], no study to date is reported about compression of continuous-time sampled ECG with the DWT and by applying threshold [@b0015], [@b0030], [@b0085], [@b0095], [@b0100]. Thus, in this paper, the authors propose to extend their DWT-based compression study of continuous-time sampled electrocardiogram data to achieve better CRs. As it is a common powerful tool often applied in conventional ECG signal processing, authors propose to estimate DWT compression for all available wavelets on Matlab. In fact, Matlab tools cover a very large variety of wavelet families including the ones usually used with ECG signals. The obtained results for LC-ADC output samples and time intervals lead the authors to choose the best-fit DWT case and to propose a design of the compression step based on multiplier-free wavelet transform and a noncomplex thresholding process.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. [Section 2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"} presents the LC-ADC and its inherent compression performances. [Section 3](#s0025){ref-type="sec"} develops the compression method proposed for this work including a brief description of the wavelet transform, the compression study steps and the design of the whole stage. In [Section 4](#s0045){ref-type="sec"}, comparative performance results are discussed to identify the best-fit DWT to compress the LC-ADC output samples. Design of the DWT filter bank compression and threshold application are also proposed besides of performances results. Then, [Section 5](#s0065){ref-type="sec"} discusses compression results of the LC-ADC time intervals output. Finally, [Section 6](#s0085){ref-type="sec"} concludes the paper and draws some future works.

2. LC-ADC for ECG sampling and compression {#s0010}
==========================================

The level-crossing (LC) sampling has been introduced since the 80′s as a compression technique associated with digital encoding [@b0135]. In the last decade, it has been studied with speech and biological signals [@b0140], [@b0145]. Some circuits have been proposed for bio-signal acquisitions, ranging from LC-ADCs in application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) [@b0115], [@b0125], to fully integrated system on chip (SoC) solutions for wearable sensors [@b0150] and implementations with low-cost micro-controllers [@b0155]. In this section, the authors present the LC-ADC architecture and its inherent compression performances.

2.1. LC-ADC architecture {#s0015}
------------------------

The converter's block diagram is shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} [@b0160]. The input signal, $\mathit{ECG}_{\mathit{in}},$ is continuously compared to two reference levels. When a LC event is detected by the comparators, digital values of the reference levels are updated. Then, the $M$-bit digital-to-analog converter (DAC) produces the updated analog reference voltages. Moreover, a control logic is used to set the digital value of the crossed level, $\mathit{ECG}_{\mathit{out}},$ as the output sample [@b0120]. In fact, the LC-ADC signal-dependency is due to this behavior. Thus, when the signal's amplitude is not varying, the LC-ADC is not activated, which makes it suitable for ECG sampling. In fact, when ECG signal does not vary significantly as in the interval between T and P waves, low number of samples will be digitized. To recover the signal from the continuous-time sampled data, time information is needed to localize in time the LC events. Therefore, the time-tracking stage, including an $N$-bit counter synchronized at a clock frequency, $F_{c}$, computes the duration, $\mathit{TI},$ between two successive LC events. An example of LC-ADC output samples versus the original signal is given in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} where $q$ is the quantization step obtained by dividing LC-ADC full scale by the total number of reference levels [@b0160].Fig. 1Signal-dependent LC-ADC block diagram.Fig. 2Level-crossing sampling for a 3-bit LC-ADC.

To measure LC-ADC performances, a detailed LC-ADC model was implemented in Matlab/SIMULINK and designed according to ECG signal specifications in terms of amplitude and frequency [@b0115], [@b0125]. The next subsection presents some LC-ADC compression performances and compares them to discrete-time sampling output.

2.2. LC-ADC compression performances {#s0020}
------------------------------------

For a given duration, $\mathit{DT}$, as for example 1 s, compression performances of the LC-ADC are compared to those of conventional ADC.

Comparison parameters are the mean sampling frequency, $F_{\mathit{mean}}$, and the LC-ADC compression ratio, $\mathit{CR}_{\mathit{LC} - ADC}$, as in [(1)](#e0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(2)](#e0010){ref-type="disp-formula"},$$F_{\mathit{mean}} = \frac{1}{N_{\mathit{LC} - ADC}.F_{c}}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N_{\mathit{LC} - ADC}}\mathit{TI}_{i}$$ $$\mathit{CR}_{\mathit{LC} - ADC} = \frac{mN_{\mathit{ADC}} - \left( {M + N} \right)N_{\mathit{LC} - ADC}}{mN_{\mathit{ADC}}}$$where $m$ is the conventional ADC resolution, $M$ is the resolution of the LC-ADC amplitude output, $\mathit{EC}G_{\mathit{out}}$, $N$ is the LC-ADC counter resolution, $N_{\mathit{ADC}}$ is the number of ADC samples during $\mathit{DT}$ and $N_{\mathit{LC} - ADC}$ is the number of LC-ADC samples during $\mathit{DT}$.

Behavioral simulations are done with 16 real ECG records from Physionet database [@b0165]. These signals are composed of a normal 1-lead ECG, *rec_1val*, from *ECG-ID* database, and a 15-lead ECG, *s0101lrem*, from *PTB-diagnostic* database reflecting myocardial infarction [@b0170]. The normal ECG lead I, recorded for 20 s, is digitized at 500 samples per second with 12-bit resolution. Besides, each one of the 15 lead ECG signals is digitized at 1 kilo samples per second (kS/s) samples per second, with 16-bit resolution. Firstly, the signals are up-sampled at 1-MHz frequency. This step is done to obtain a pseudo analog form of the signal comparing to the sampling frequency applied in Nyquist [@b0120], [@b0175]. Secondly, since the LC-ADC resolution, $M,$ has an impact on the quantization step, the converter's model is simulated with $M$ varying from 8 to 10 bits [@b0120]. These values are typical for ECG amplitude quantization and also ensure good quality reconstructed signals which require at least 8-bit resolution [@b0055], [@b0120], [@b0160], [@b0180]. The LC-ADC full scale was set to 10 mV. As far as the counter resolution is concerned, $N$, it is equal to 12 bits for an 8-bit LC-ADC and 14 bits for 9- and 10-bit LC-ADCs [@b0160]. Simulations have been carried out over one period of every ECG lead which contains a P wave followed by a QRS complex then a T wave as presented in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}.

The $\mathit{CR}_{\mathit{LC} - ADC}$ and the $F_{\mathit{mean}}$ performances are given in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} , respectively, where $\mathit{ECGI}$ is the normal I-lead record, and the other leads are the 15 leads of a myocardial infarction record. As shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, an 8-bit LC-ADC and a 9-bit LC-ADC achieve $\mathit{CR}_{\mathit{LC} - ADC}$ as computed regarding [(2)](#e0010){ref-type="disp-formula"} up to 81% and 55.8%, respectively. However, for a 10-bit resolution, no compression is realized at all, resulting in a 0-% $\mathit{CR}_{\mathit{LC} - ADC}$.Fig. 3LC-ADC compression ratio versus ECG leads, counter resolution and LC-ADC bit resolution.Fig. 4Mean sampling frequency versus ECG leads, LC-ADC resolution and counter resolution.

For performances regarding the mean sampling frequency of the LC-ADC, the original sampling frequency, as indicated in Physionet database, is depicted in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}. Mean sampling frequency of the LC-ADC, as computed regarding [(1)](#e0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}, is at least 50% and 75% lower than for the conventional ADC uniform sampling in the case of 9-bit and 8-bit resolution, respectively. As expected, the mean sampling frequency decreases with the bit resolution $M$ which yield to lower number of samples than for the discrete-time ADC. Certainly, the results are slightly different from an ECG to another since the number of samples depends on the input signal amplitude and frequency ranges.

To sum up, the LC-ADC sampling efficiency depends on the amplitude resolution, $M$, which defines the number of the reference levels, and the counter resolution, $N$, which must be maintained as high as possible to avoid overflowing the counter in low frequency and low amplitude regions of the ECG [@b0160]. Moreover, in high frequency and high amplitude waves, the LC-ADC activity is increased. This fact is illustrated in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} where 66.6% of the output samples are representative of the QRS complex for an example of 3-bit LC-ADC.

In this section, it is shown that the LC-ADC is sensitive to the values of the reference levels. Thus, in high slope regions like the QRS complex, the more the resolution of the LC-ADC amplitude is, the more the level-crossings are detected. That reduces the CR. Thus, the total number of samples can be higher than for a conventional discrete-time ADC and no compression is achieved, as for a 10-bit LC-ADC resolution.

Therefore, in this paper, LC-ADC parameters are chosen as follows: 10 mV for the full-scale, $M$ equal to 8 bits for the resolution, $N$ equal to 12 bits for the counter resolution and $F_{c}$ equal to 10 kHz for the counter clock frequency. Besides of sampling with the LC-ADC, compression is needed to compress or to further compress LC-ADC amplitude and time intervals outputs. Since compression methods based on wavelet decomposition are commonly used in uniformly-sampled ECG compression, it is intuitive to inspect their performances in the case of continuous-time sampled data [@b0075].

[Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} shows the block diagram of a cardiac acquisition system incorporating an LC-ADC and a wavelet-based compression block for online acquisition. When appropriately designed, the LC-ADC performs compressed acquisitions of the analog signals. The wavelet transformation stage realizes discrete decompositions to extract a compressed representation of the sampled data. After source encoding, radio transmission and source decoding, the digital reconstruction block performs signal decompression and linear interpolation to recover uniform samples. The control unit manages the digital reconstruction block.Fig. 5Block diagram of the LC-ADC and wavelet-based acquisition system.

In the next section, the wavelet transformation block is studied and designed regarding a circuit implementation purpose to improve the compression ratios of ECG acquisition and data compression.

3. DWT-based ECG compression methodology {#s0025}
========================================

In this section, a brief mathematical definition of the DWT and its relationship with sparsity are given as reported in literature. Then, the design of DWT-based decomposition stage is given according to multiresolution analysis and aiming at circuit implementation. Finally, the methodology of the compression study is presented followed by some compression parameters definitions to evaluate wavelet decomposition performances.

3.1. Discrete wavelet transform for compression {#s0030}
-----------------------------------------------

The DWT is a set of linear projections performed on a sampled signal, $x$, that generates a vector of discrete data, $s$ [@b0185]. The relation between $x$ and its respresentation $s$ on a given basis matrix $\Psi$ is given in [(3)](#e0015){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$x = \Psi s$$

Thus, $s$, called the coefficients' vector, is a different description of $x$ in the domain described by the wavelet or synthesis matrix $\Psi$. Each coefficient of $s$, $\alpha_{i}$, is the scalar product of $x$ and ${\psi_{A}}_{i}$ as in [(4)](#e0020){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where $\Psi_{A}$ is the analysis matrix or decomposition matrix which is the inverse of $\Psi$ and ${\psi_{A}}_{i}$ its $i$ ^th^ row.$$\Psi^{- 1}x = \Psi_{A}x = s\mspace{900mu} with\mspace{900mu}\left\langle {\psi_{A}}_{i},x \right\rangle = \alpha_{i}$$

In some analog and digital signal processing technique, using the computed signal $s$ instead of $x$ could be better as it represents the original signal $x$ in a basis $\Psi$, which gives $s$ proprieties that simplifies the processing [@b0190]. In fact, $x$ could be compressible regarding $\Psi$leading to a coefficients' vector $s$ in which the total number of significant coefficients, $K$, is small compared to the length, $D,$ of $s$. In this case, $s$ can be transformed in a sparse vector by keeping the largest $K$ coefficients and setting others to zero. Besides, the coefficients $\alpha_{i}$, especially the $K$ largest ones, present relevant signal features that are involved in machine learning algorithms [@b0015], [@b0030].

It directly follows from [(4)](#e0020){ref-type="disp-formula"} that $x$ can be approximately recovered from its sparse projections without high distortion as given in [(5)](#e0025){ref-type="disp-formula"},$$\hat{x} = \sum\limits_{u \in V}\alpha_{u}\psi_{u},$$with $V = \left\{ i \in 〚1,D〛/\exists\tau \in \mathbb{R}/\left| \alpha_{i} \right| > \tau \right\}$ and $\# V = K$

where $\hat{x}$ is the decompressed version of $x$ when only $K$ significant wavelets $\psi_{u}$ are selected among the $D$ available wavelets, $\#$ denotes the cardinality and $\tau$ is a threshold to decide if a coefficient is selected. If the coefficients' vector $s$ is sparse then the number of significant coefficients, $K$, is very small compared to the length of $s$, $D$.

When the wavelet matrix $\Psi$ is orthogonal, its inverse, $\Psi_{A}$, coincides with its adjugate. If the matrix involves only real values then $\Psi_{A}$ is its transpose $\Psi^{T},$ and the decompression is simply done with the columns of $\Psi$ that are the rows of $\Psi_{A}$. In this way, compared to non-orthogonal wavelets and for same compression performances, orthogonal wavelet families are advantageous with considerable reduction in computational and memory cycles needed for the algorithmic processing steps [@b0130].

3.2. Multiresolution analysis and compression stage design {#s0035}
----------------------------------------------------------

A wavelet family is created by translation and dilation of a mother wavelet, $\psi_{1}.$ The obtained functions have a small number of non-zero entries compared to the length of mother wavelet support. To simplify, the orthogonal set of wavelet functions is presented in [(6)](#e0030){ref-type="disp-formula"}. They are obtained by binary dilation and dyadic translation of the mother wavelet where $\psi_{i,n}$, is the $i^{\mathit{th}}$ wavelet function with a translation factor $n$ and $L$ is the decomposition level [@b0185], [@b0195].$$\left\{ \begin{matrix}
{\psi_{i,n}\left\{ t \right) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2^{i}}}\psi_{1}\left\{ \frac{t - 2^{i}n}{2^{i}} \right)\ } \\
{0 < i \leq L,\ n \in N\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ } \\
\end{matrix} \right)$$

In multiresolution analysis, it is possible to compute multilevel decompositions. In fact, the space spanned by $\Psi$ is defined as the orthogonal sum of subspaces. Each subspace is spanned by the orthogonal basis, $\Psi^{i} = \left\{ {\psi_{i,n}\left\{ t \right\},\ n \in {\mathbb{N}}} \right\}$. This basis is formed by the translated and scaled functions of the mother wavelet as described in [(6)](#e0030){ref-type="disp-formula"} by varying the basis level $i$ [@b0190], [@b0195].

According to the multiresolution theory of Mallat [@b0185], $\psi_{1}$ and each $\psi_{i,n}$ as defined in [(6)](#e0030){ref-type="disp-formula"}, can be characterized by a conjugate mirror filter as they present orthogonal basis. By this consideration, the wavelet decomposition or analysis can be implemented using a cascade of filters followed by down-sampling steps as presented in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} . The decomposition level, $L$, corresponds to the number of cascaded filters in the filter bank. At each decomposition level, wavelet transformation consists of dividing the signal into two parts: approximation and details. The approximation consists of selecting the slow signal variation. It uses a low-pass filter $h$ to make the scale filtering step followed by a down-sampling by 2. In the same way, the details are obtained by selecting the fast evolution of the signal, which is most of the time composed by noise. The details are computed using a high-pass filter $g$ to achieve the wavelet function and using a down-sampling by 2. Each decomposition level is performed on the last calculated approximation.Fig. 6DWT decomposition using cascaded filter bank where $j \leq L$.

To recover the signal from approximation and details, DWT synthesis also using cascaded filter bank is applied using other mirror filters and performing up-sampling steps by 2. The bank filters are cascaded $L$times as much as in the wavelet decomposition stage.

In order to construct the $s$ sparse representation of $x$, coefficients with low values have to be zeroed. However, it is mandatory to keep a good signal representation to not distort the physician, namely the cardiologist, diagnosis. The easiest way to take a decision whether the coefficient has to be zeroed or not is to compare it to a threshold, $\tau$ [@b0200]. Although it seems to be an easy way to shrink wavelet coefficients, choosing a good threshold that allows a good compression ratio with a minimum distortion is a hard task. In fact, the threshold process is the most commonly used for signal denoising. It consists of comparing the coefficient to a threshold, $\tau$, in two manners. The first is the hard threshold rule in which only insignificant coefficient are zeroed by applying its "keep or kill" procedure as given in [(7)](#e0035){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$\hat{s}\left( i \right) = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{s\left( i \right)\mspace{900mu} if\mspace{900mu}\left| {s\left( i \right)} \right| > \tau} \\
{0,otherwise} \\
\end{matrix} \right)$$

The second is the soft threshold rule that also consists in setting to zero all the insignificant coefficients, but it shifts other coefficients, greater than $\tau$, by the threshold value as explained by [(8)](#e0040){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$\overset{\hat{}}{s}\left( i \right) = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{sign\left\{ {s\left\{ i \right)} \right)\left\{ \left| {s\left| i \right| - \tau} \right| \right)\ i\ f\ \left| {s\left| i \right|} \right| > \tau\ } \\
{0,\ otherwise\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ } \\
\end{matrix} \right)$$

While using threshold for compression purposes, it is obvious to use the hard threshold as it keeps the most significant coefficient values.

Besides, with wavelet decomposition, the thresholding process can be either global or adaptive. This process is global when only one threshold value is computed and applied to the wavelet output regardless its level decomposition. However, if a new threshold is computed at each level of decompositon, the thresholding process is called adaptive. For sake of low complexity implementation, a global thresholding process is sought as the only threshold value, which is computed for all the decomposition levels.

Many threshold values are proposed in the literature [@b0200], [@b0205], [@b0210], [@b0215]. In [@b0200], the VisuShrink is proposed. It uses the hard threshold rule and is a global thresholding process with a value proportional to the standard deviation of the noise as given in [(9)](#e0045){ref-type="disp-formula"},$$\tau_{\mathit{VisuShrink}} = \sigma_{\mathit{noise}}\sqrt{2\log_{2}D}$$where $\sigma_{\mathit{noise}}$ is the standard variation of the noise and $D$ is the input signal length.

Although simple to be implemented, the VisuShrink threshold, also named universal threshold, has the inconvenience to reduce many coefficients which highly distort the original signal [@b0210]. In [@b0215], the SureShrink is introduced as an adaptive thresholding process that uses the soft threshold rule. At each level of decomposition, the SureShrink uses the minimal value between the Stein's Unbiased Risk Estimator minimum and $\tau_{\mathit{VisuShrink}}$ value. The goal of the SureShrink process is to minimize the mean squared error. However, it is costly to perform the Stein's estimation at each level of decomposition.

The soft-threshold is firstly introduced by Donoho in [@b0200]. As its name suggests, it uses the soft-thresholding rule. Nevertheless, this threshold value was also used with hard thresholding rule [@b0220], [@b0225]. It is an adaptive thresholding function whose value is given in [(10)](#e0050){ref-type="disp-formula"} and that is not complex to compute and implement.$$\left. \tau_{s} = \sigma_{\mathit{noise}}\sqrt{2\log_{2}D}/\sqrt{D} \right.$$

Also, it is proven that the denoised signal, or as in our case the compressed signal, is as smooth as the original signal regardless the smoothness metric [@b0225].

To sum up, for circuit implementation purposes, the ideal threshold process has to follow the hard threshold rule. It should also admit a non-complex value and ensure a smooth compressed signal to reduce the distortion. Prior to this, it is necessary to firstly select the best-fit wavelet family to implement after the LC-ADC using an iterative algorithm on Matlab. Then, a trade-off between the compression ratios of the selected wavelets, their generated distortion and their complexities has to be performed. Thus, the next subsection deals with the adopted methodology to operate Matlab simulations for wavelet family selection.

3.3. Methodology of ECG compression study and evaluation {#s0040}
--------------------------------------------------------

In this paper, the compression study is done on continuous-time sampled ECG data. The tested signals are downloaded from Physionet database then sampled using the LC-ADC model. The orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm is used to select the best-fit wavelet for compression, to compute the wavelets coefficients and to estimate the number of the $K$ most-significant coefficients. The OMP is a predefined Matlab algorithm based on iterative application of the DWT [@b0080]. At each iteration, the OMP computes the greatest coefficient in absolute value and provide back the signal residue that serves as input for the following iteration. Thus, this algorithm is run for $K$ iterations that leads to the $K$ greatest coefficients and the indexes of the most active wavelets in $\Psi$ which are defined by the set $V = \left\{ i \in 〚1,D〛/\exists\tau \in \mathbb{R}/\left| \alpha_{i} \right| > \tau \right\}$ and $\# V = K$. The recovered signal from the $K$ most significant coefficients is compared to the original signal. Thus, the selected coefficients regarding a given signal quality can be computed. In fact, the signal quality is measured by computing the percentage root-mean square difference (PRD) [@b0230]. It compares the ECG input signal, $x$, to the ECG recovered signal, $\hat{x}$, after a given processing as defined in [(11)](#e0055){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$\mathit{PRD} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i = 1}^{U}\left( {x\left( i \right) - \hat{x}\left( i \right)} \right)^{2}}{\sum_{i = 1}^{U}\left( {x\left( i \right) - \overline{x}} \right)^{2}}}$$where $x\left( i \right)$ is the $i^{\mathit{th}}$ sample of $x$, $\hat{x}\left( i \right)$, is the $i^{\mathit{th}}$ sample of $\hat{x}$, $U$ is the number of samples and $\overline{x}$ is the mean value of $x$.

The defined methodology and parameters, described in this paragraph, are performed over a wide range of continuous-time sampled ECG signals covering many wavelet families. [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} shows the block diagram of the compression study to evaluate wavelet-based compressibility of LC-ADC outputs. The compression methodology is organized in 8 steps.•The signal from Physionet database, $\mathit{ECG}_{h},$ is up-sampled at 1 MHz to obtain a signal with a fine time axis as with analog signals, where $h$ varies from 1 to the total number of ECG test signals.•The up-sampled signal is converted using the LC-ADC model, which is executed in Matlab/Simulink [@b0155].•In order to allow the multiplication of the $D$-by-$D$ basis matrix, $\Psi^{T}$, and the converted data, the output vector's length is truncated to the nearest multiple of $D,\ \overset{\hat{}}{N},$ using equation [(12)](#e0060){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where $N_{\mathit{original}}$ and $n$ are the original length of the digital data and the nearest multiple of $D,$ respectively. $$\hat{N} = nD\mspace{900mu} with\mspace{900mu} n = \left\lfloor \frac{N_{\mathit{original}}}{D} \right\rfloor$$ •The vector of length $\mathit{nD}$ is split into $n$ segments, $\mathit{ECG}_{\mathit{out}_{\mathit{hl}}}$ for $l = 1\cdots n$.•The OMP is applied separately to each segment for a fixed value of the decomposition level, $L,$ and for the maximum number of iterations, $K$, which is also equal to the number of selected wavelets to represent the signal.•In order to recover the original signal, the decomposition matrix is also applied separately to each segment using [(5)](#e0025){ref-type="disp-formula"} for $x$ equal to $\mathit{ECG}_{\mathit{out}_{\mathit{hl}}}$, to obtain ${\hat{\mathit{ECG}}}_{\mathit{out}_{\mathit{hl}}}$.•The decompressed ${\hat{\mathit{ECG}}}_{\mathit{out}_{h}}$ is obtained by the concatenation of the recovered segments.•In order to evaluate the compression in terms of decompressed signal quality for fixed values of $D,\ K$and $L$, the $\mathit{PRD},$ is computed as in [(11)](#e0055){ref-type="disp-formula"} where $x$ is the output signal of the LC-ADC, $\mathit{ECG}_{\mathit{out}_{h}}$, $\hat{x}$ is the output of the concatenation stage, ${\hat{\mathit{ECG}}}_{\mathit{out}_{h}}$, $\overline{x}$ is the mean value of $\mathit{ECG}_{\mathit{out}_{h}}$ and $U$ is equal to $\hat{N}$. Equation [(11)](#e0055){ref-type="disp-formula"} is also used to measure PRD after other processing stage, where $x\left( i \right)$ is the $i^{\mathit{th}}$ sample of $x$ before a given processing, $\overline{x}$ is its mean value, $\hat{x}\left( i \right)$ is the $i^{\mathit{th}}$ sample of $\hat{x}$ after the given processing and $U$is the total number of samples. In fact, in this paper, $\mathit{PRD}$ is evaluated for all kinds of distortions caused by the performed ECG signal processing operations; either they are acquisition, compression, or interpolation. Fig. 7Block diagram of ECG compression study.

In this way, the eight described steps help to extract information about $\mathit{PRD}$ variations versus $K$ for a particular wavelet family for fixed wavelet matrix dimensions, $D$ × $D$, and a fixed decomposition level, $L$. A 0-% $\mathit{PRD}$ reflects a lossless compression. Otherwise, it is important to keep the $\mathit{PRD}$ lower than 2% as the criterion for a very low distortion and a very good diagnosis [@b0225]. In fact, it was demonstrated in [@b0225] that such amount of distortion does not alter the signal and consequently not skew medical diagnosis.

Due to ECG temporal and amplitude range variation [@b0235], the number of required wavelets to reach a 2-% PRD varies from one signal to another. Therefore, to evaluate compression efficiency of a particular wavelet family with given dimension and decomposition level regarding all the tested signals, two indicative values of $K$ are extracted from $\mathit{PRD}$ variations as in [(13)](#e0065){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$\left\{ \begin{matrix}
{K_{\mathit{\max}_{w}} = \max\limits_{h}\left( K_{h} \right),} \\
{K_{\mathit{\min}_{w}} = \min\limits_{h}\left( K_{h} \right),} \\
\end{matrix} \right)\mspace{1800mu} for\mspace{900mu} PRD \approx 2\%$$where $h$ varies from 1 to the total number of test signals, $w$ varies from 1 to the total number of wavelet families, $K_{\mathit{\max}_{w}}$ and $K_{\mathit{\min}_{w}}$ are the required number of wavelets to reach a 2-% PRD for the less sparse and the sparsest ECG signal for the wavelet family, $w,$ respectively.

Towards choosing the best wavelet family, $K_{\mathit{\max}_{w}}$ is minimized, as given in [(14)](#e0070){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where $K_{\mathit{opt}}$ is used to restrict the possible choices to a smaller set of wavelet families such that only the wavelets that guarantee a 2-% PRD for all tested signals while maintaining $K_{\mathit{\max}_{w}}$ as small as possible are kept.$$K_{\mathit{opt}} = \min\limits_{w}\left( K_{\mathit{\max}_{w}} \right)$$

Moreover, since LC-ADC outputs include amplitude and time intervals, it would be computationally interesting to use the same wavelet-decomposition conditions to reduce data volume of both time and amplitude. For this reason, sparsity of time intervals is analyzed in the tested wavelet domains using the same compression methodology as described for ECG amplitude in [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}. In this way, $\mathit{ECG}_{\mathit{out}_{h}}$, $\mathit{ECG}_{\mathit{out}_{\mathit{hl}}},\ {\overset{\hat{}}{\mathit{ECG}}}_{\mathit{out}_{\mathit{hl}}}$ and ${\hat{\mathit{ECG}}}_{\mathit{out}_{h}}$ are replaced with $\mathit{TI}_{h},\ \mathit{TI}_{\mathit{hl}},\ {\overset{\hat{}}{\mathit{TI}}}_{\mathit{hl}}$ and ${\hat{\mathit{TI}}}_{h}$ in [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}.

Finally, after choosing the best wavelet family for compression of amplitude and time intervals, $\mathit{PRD}$ is evaluated for the total signal processing chain. In fact, the chain includes LC-ADC sampling, wavelet transform and finally interpolation to recover uniform ECG signal. The criterion for a good quality reconstructed ECG signal is at most 9-% $\mathit{PRD}$ that maintains a good diagnostic quality [@b0230]. In the next section, wavelet compression results of LC-ADC output amplitude based on estimated compression performances computed via OMP algorithm are presented and discussed. Then, performances are computed based on the designed compression stage which is intended to circuit implementation.

4. LC-ADC amplitude output compression {#s0045}
======================================

To conduct the compression study, 75 ECG test signals are downloaded. They are normal and pathologic signals selected with different shapes, amplitude ranges and pathology types from Physionet database [@b0165]. The pathology type varies from apnea to myocardial infraction which is a challenging medical emergency. To compress LC-ADC amplitude output, all available Matlab wavelet families of the Coiflet (coif), Daubechies (db), Symlet (sym), DMeyer (dmey), biorthogonal (bior) and reverse biorthogonal (rbio) families are generated using Matlab. Simulations are operated regarding three parameters: the wavelet matrix dimensions, $D$ × $D$, the decomposition level, $L$, and the number of selected coefficients to compress the signal, $K$. This section begins with some preliminary results. Then, the results for the LC-ADC amplitude output best-fit wavelet are presented and discussed. Afterwards, the authors present the design of the compression stage by presenting the multiplier-free wavelet decomposition and the low-computational implementation of the thresholding process.

4.1. Preliminary simulation results {#s0050}
-----------------------------------

As Haar is the simplest wavelet to generate and to apply to the signals, preliminary simulations are done for many Haar wavelet matrix dimensions and decomposition levels. As explained in [Section 3.2](#s0035){ref-type="sec"} the decomposition level corresponds to the number of cascaded filter banks in DWT implementation. In order to reduce computation and implementation complexity, the decomposition level is limited to 3. In addition, performances do not vary significantly for decomposition levels higher then 3 [@b0050].

Besides, as wavelet matrix is invertible and matrix dimensions need to be a power of 2 to optimize the wavelet functions as in [(6)](#e0030){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the authors choose to present simulations only for D equal to 64 and 128. On the one hand, lower values may not exhibit enough wavelets with many zeros to obtain signal decompositions with small number and high values of the computed coefficients. On the other hand, higher values lead to a high-complexity hardware implementation as the parameter design $D$ represents the memory depth of amplitude samples after the LC-ADC and before the compression stage.

PRD performances regarding the number of wavelets, $K,$ retained by the OMP for the 75 test signals and for $\left( L,D \right)$ equal to (2, 64), (2, 128), (3, 64) and (3, 128) are measured and plotted. However, they are not included in this paper for sake of clarity. Thus, to lighten the plots, only the best ECG test signal case with the minimum value of $K$ that satisfy the 2%-PRD condition, the worst ECG test signal case with the maximum value of $K$ that satisfy the 2%-PRD condition and the middle case which corresponds to the average of the PRD regarding the 75 ECG test signals are drawn in [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} . As expected, the PRD decreases when $K$ increases. In fact, the more wavelets are discarded from their representation, the more the required information for very good quality signals is lost.Fig. 8PRD evolution trend for Haar wavelets versus the number of selected wavelets, *K*.

In the particular case of Haar wavelet family, with almost all ECG test signals, more than 86% of the wavelet functions are needed to reach the 2-% PRD. As shown in [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}, $K_{\mathit{\max}_{\mathit{Haar}}}$ is equal to 56 and 110 in the case of 64 and 128 matrix dimensions, respectively. In this case, at least 88% of Haar wavelets coefficients must not be rounded to zero to guarantee decompressed signals with 2-% PRD or less. Furthermore, $K_{\mathit{\min}_{\mathit{Haar}}}$ is less than 22 and 58 in the case of 64 and 128 dimensions, respectively, which is good but guarantees a 2-% PRD only for one signal.

To sum up, preliminary simulation results show that Haar basis is not the best choice to compress the continuous-time sampled ECG signals if the 2-% PRD criterion is respected. However, using other wavelet families shows better compression results as presented in the next subsection.

4.2. Wavelet selection results {#s0055}
------------------------------

To achieve a complete study of the wavelets compression for (L, D) equal to (2, 64), (2, 128), (3, 64) or (3, 128), all available Matlab orthogonal and biorthogonal wavelets have been tested. According to [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, the OMP has been applied to compress the 75 ECG test signals after the LC-ADC sampling. The simulation results drawn in [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"} considers the least value of the most significant coefficients, $K$, that satisfies a PRD of 2% for each signal and for each wavelet. In [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}, only the extrema of the value of $K$ are drawn among the 75 possible cases regarding the wavelet families. Thus, a variation range of $K$, $\left\lbrack K_{\mathit{\min}_{w}},K_{\mathit{\max}_{w}} \right\rbrack$ as defined in [(13)](#e0065){ref-type="disp-formula"}, is presented for the wavelet $w$. For example, for the Haar wavelet and for $\left( L,D \right)$ equal to (2,64), $K_{{min}_{\mathit{Haar}}}$ and $K_{{max}_{\mathit{Haar}}}$ are extracted from [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} and are equal to 22 and 56, respectively, as presented in [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"} (a). It can be noticed that many wavelets are not appropriate to the compression of the continuous-time sampled ECG signals, especially the rbio3.1 wavelet. In fact, it presents the highest values of $K_{\mathit{\max}_{w}}$ and $K_{\mathit{\min}_{w}}$ for all matrix dimensions and decomposition levels. Besides, as explained in [Section 3](#s0025){ref-type="sec"}, the authors focus on the $K_{\mathit{\max}_{w}}$ rather than $K_{\mathit{\min}_{w}}$ to ensure that all the signals satisfy a PRD of at most 2% for a given wavelet. According to [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}, most of the bior3.x wavelets ensuring the optimal value of $K$, $K_{\mathit{opt}}$ as defined in [(14)](#e0070){ref-type="disp-formula"}, are the selected ones for all $L$ and $D$ values.Fig. 9Number of wavelets, $K,$ variations vs wavelet families at different values of L and D.

To select the LC-ADC amplitude output best-fit wavelet, the wavelet efficiency is evaluated by the optimal samples compression ratio ($\mathit{SCR}_{\mathit{opt}}$) defined in [(15)](#e0075){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and the results are summarized in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} .$$\mathit{SCR}_{\mathit{opt}} = \frac{D - K_{\mathit{opt}}}{D}$$ Table 1Wavelet decomposition results for a 2-% $\mathit{PRD}$.$\left( {L,D} \right)$$K_{\mathit{opt}}$$\mathit{SCR}_{\mathit{opt}}$(%)Wavelet families(2,64)3250bior3.1 bior3.3 bior3.5 bior3.7 bior3.9(3,64)3053.12bior3.3 bior3.5(2,128)6450bior3.1 bior3.3 bior3.5(3,128)6251.6bior3.1 bior3.3 bior3.5

Thereby, the obtained $\mathit{SC}R_{\mathit{opt}}$ is equal to 50% for $L$ equal to 2 and increases to 53.12% for ($L$,$D$) equal to (3, 64) but increases only to 51.6% for ($L$,$D$) equal to (3, 128).

On the one hand, in order to keep the least computational complexity, it is mandatory to use the lowest dimensions to reduce the number of multiplications and accumulations achieved in DWT besides of reducing the depth of the samples memory. So, it is wise to keep $D$ equal to 64 instead of 128. On the other hand, raising the decomposition level, $L$, increases the number of cascaded filter banks in future circuit implementation. For a sake of simplicity, and regarding the small increase of $\mathit{SCR}_{\mathit{opt}}$ following the raise of $L$, the smallest value of $L$ is retained. In this case, the optimal wavelets are the bior3.nd where nd is the decomposition filter order for $L$ equal to2 and $D$ equal to 64 [@b0240].

By looking into the bior3.nd wavelet filters coefficients, it can be noticed that bior3.1 wavelet has specific coefficients allowing a multiplier-free composition and decomposition stage. Thereby, in the same perspective of reducing computational complexity, the bior3.1 is the best-fit wavelet for continuous-time sampled ECG signals. After compression, the ECG signal quality is measured thanks to the PRD metrics defined as:•$\mathit{PRD}_{\mathit{lcadc}}$ that measures distortion of the original signal after LC-ADC sampling and linear interpolation,•$\mathit{PRD}_{c}$ that measures distortion of the LC-ADC output amplitude after bior3.1 compression and its decompression,•$\mathit{PRD}_{r}$ that measures distortion of the original signal after LC-ADC sampling, bior3.1 compression, decompression and linear interpolation.

The simulated PRD values of ECG1, ECG2 and ECG3, in 64-dimension bior3.1 with a decomposition level L equal to 2 are summarized in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} . The referenced signals are respectively, the sparsest, intermediately sparse and sparseless ECG signals. It can be observed that the $\mathit{PRD}_{c}$ is the best for the sparsest signal after lossy compression and decompression providing 0-% PRD. Besides, the $\mathit{PRD}_{r}$ is the largest one as it combines the LC-ADC acquisition error, the compression and decompression error besides of the interpolation error. Thus, amplitude compression with 2-decomposition level 64-dimension bior3.1 guarantees an $\mathit{SCR}_{\mathit{opt}}$ equal to 50% and final PRD values lower than 9% which reflects good signal quality.Table 2PRD values with bior3.1 compression @ L = 2, D = 64, K = 32.ECG test signal$\mathit{PRD}_{\mathit{lcadc}}$(%)$\mathit{PRD}_{c}$(%)$\mathit{PRD}_{r}$(%)ECG14.19$\approx 0$4.19ECG22.640.922.9ECG35.121.865.34

After performing the wavelet decomposition using OMP algorithm to select the best wavelet and to estimate the number of the most significant coefficients, it is necessary to see, from a circuit implementation point of view, how to choose the 32 values to keep. Therefore, in the next paragraph, the design of the compression step through the wavelet decomposition and the thresholding process is presented and discussed.

4.3. Design of the compression stage {#s0060}
------------------------------------

As presented previously, the decomposition step using bior3.1 wavelet consists of cascading filters. The coefficients of the decomposition filters, $g$ and $h$, and their equivalents for the reconstruction, $g_{r}$ and $h_{r}$, of bior3.1 are given in [(16)](#e0080){ref-type="disp-formula"} [@b0200].$$\begin{matrix}
{h = \sqrt{2}\ \left\lbrack {- \frac{1}{4},\ \frac{3}{4},\ \frac{3}{4}, - \frac{1}{4}} \right\rbrack} \\
{g = \sqrt{2}\ \left\lbrack {- \frac{1}{8},\ \frac{3}{8}, - \frac{3}{8},\ \frac{1}{8}} \right\rbrack} \\
\begin{matrix}
{h_{r} = \sqrt{2}\ \left\lbrack {\ \frac{1}{8},\ \frac{3}{8},\ \frac{3}{8},\ \frac{1}{8}} \right\rbrack\ } \\
{g_{r} = \sqrt{2}\left\lbrack {- \frac{1}{4}, - \frac{3}{4},\frac{3}{4},\frac{1}{4}} \right\rbrack} \\
\end{matrix} \\
\end{matrix}$$

Being a multiple of negative exponent of 2, the decomposition consists of right shifts and additions of samples. The multiplicative factor of $\sqrt{2}$ in the decomposition, will be moved to the reconstruction side to keep using multiplier-free filters. By this way, no noise will be generated by quantizing the filter coefficients or by the addition steps. The resolution of the LC-ADC, $M,$ is kept after all filters and decimation stages as illustrated in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}. To shrink the obtained results composed by the approximation and details, a threshold has to be applied. In fact, as estimated in the previous subsection, the threshold will reject about 32 coefficients to perform compression while keeping the 2-% PRD condition.

As the main information is kept in the approximation that is the representation of the slow variation of the signal, an obvious method to shrink the coefficients of $s$ is to consider only this part of decomposition output and to set to zero all the details values. To validate the choice of the compression step after wavelet decomposition using the filter banks, simulation on Matlab applied to the 75 ECG signals is done. All the simulations were done using Matlab wavelet decomposition functions to simulate the filter banks. In addition, to point out results statistics, a boxplot is used. The boxplot draws the median of the data by a red line, and delimits the 25th and 75th percentile by the rectangle. This boxplot shows the variation of the PRD for the 75 ECG signals when only approximation vector is considered. The simulation shows very high PRDs values that varies from 12 to 90% as presented in [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"} . This proves that some details values are as important as approximation coefficients to well recover the signal. In fact, for an input dimension $D = 64$ and a decomposition level $L = 2$, the obtained approximation vector contains only 16 values. However, as estimated in the previous subsection, $K = 32$ significant coefficients have to be kept. Thus, retaining only 16 values generates high PRD values.Fig. 10(left) PRD after DWT and reconstruction with only DWT approximation coefficients and VisuShrink threshold, (right) PRD and compression ratio with threshold at $\tau_{s}$.

Consequently, the VisuShrink is used by perfoming a hard threshold process with the thresholding value as given in [(9)](#e0045){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The standard deviation of the noise, $\sigma_{\mathit{noise}}$, is computed only on the noisiest signal which is the last computed details. For implementation purposes, $\sigma_{\mathit{noise}}$ is estimated as in [(17)](#e0085){ref-type="disp-formula"} by considering the 16 details of the second decomposition level, $d_{2}\ $ [@b0215],$$\sigma_{noise} = \frac{MAD\left( \left| d_{2} \right| \right)}{0.6745}$$where $MAD\left( \left| d_{2} \right| \right)$ is the median absolute deviation of $d_{2}$ which can be also estimated, for close and positive values, to the mean of $d_{2}$. By VisuShrink threshold, PRD exceeds 0.2% and reaches 4.5% as presented by [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"}. This result confirms the VisuShrink disadvantage of reducing many coefficients leading to high distortions.

Therefore, the soft-threshold value, $\tau_{s}$, given in [(10)](#e0050){ref-type="disp-formula"}, is then applied following the hard threshold rule, given in [(7)](#e0035){ref-type="disp-formula"}. All obtained coefficients are compared to $\tau_{s}$. [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"} presents the simulation results in terms of PRD and compression ratio.

Due to DWT and thresholding by $\tau_{s}$, only one ECG signal returns a compression ratio of 43%. The median compression ratio is equal to 63.02%. Regarding PRD, only one signal has a PRD equal to 2.12% which is slightly higher than the PRD limit. The median value of PRD is about 0.6%. By comparing these results to values in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, the 9-% $\mathit{PRD}_{r}$ limitation will be verified as the $\mathit{PRD}_{c}$ reaches 2.12% instead of 1.86%.

To sum up the impact of compression steps on the total compression ratio starting from sampling with the LC-ADC to DWT, the equation [(2)](#e0010){ref-type="disp-formula"} is revised to [(18)](#e0090){ref-type="disp-formula"} to show the effect of the samples compression ratio of the LC-ADC output amplitude, $\mathit{SC}R_{\mathit{ECG}}$, where $\mathit{SC}R_{\mathit{ECG}}$ is equal to its median value 63.1%. The compression is done with the bior3.1 basis with a dimension $D = 64,$ two cascaded filter bank while using the soft-threshold $\tau_{s}$.$$\mathit{CR}_{\mathit{LCADC} + DWT} = \frac{mN_{\mathit{ADC}} - \left( {M \times SCR_{\mathit{ECG}} + N} \right)N_{\mathit{LC} - ADC}}{mN_{\mathit{ADC}}}$$

The $\mathit{CR}_{\mathit{LCADC} + DWT}$ results are drawn in [Fig. 11](#f0055){ref-type="fig"} in comparison with the LC-ADC compression ratio. By combining continuous-time sampling and compression using DWT with bior3.1 wavelets and thresholding, the achieved $\mathit{CR}_{\mathit{LCADC} + DWT}$ ranges from 65.9% to 85.8% with an increase between 4.75% and 11.4% of the $\mathit{CR}_{\mathit{LC} - ADC}$ values.Fig. 11CR results versus different leads of ECG signals.

While maintaining the PRD distortion condition as for bior3.1 family, the authors tempt to reduce implementation complexity via a multiplier-free compression stage and noncomplex thresholding process. From [Fig. 12](#f0060){ref-type="fig"} , after only bior3.1 decomposition that is intended to circuit implementation, no compression is done if no thresholding step is performed. In fact, in this case, the reconstruction algorithm allows recovering the signal with PRD approximately equal to 0%. However, if a threshold is applied, lossy compression is performed leading to a small distortion that satisfies the 2-% PRD condition. Thereby, for online compression, the authors suggest to use bior3.1 wavelet technique for its low computational complexity designs and the hard threshold rule applied globally at the $\tau_{s}$ value.Fig. 12Reconstructed vs original of intermediately sparse ECG signal after Bior3.1 decompostion with and without threshold.

Besides, referring to [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, time intervals must not be ignored since the $\mathit{SC}R_{\mathit{ECG}}$ reduces 31.5% of LC-ADC output data if only amplitude samples are compressed. Based on this observation, the authors propose to study compressibility of time intervals in bior3.1 basis in order to achieve a complete study regarding both types of LC-ADC output signals. That is the aim of the next section.

5. LC-ADC time-interval output compression and discussion {#s0065}
=========================================================

The LC-ADC outputs are presented as a couple of data: amplitude samples and time intervals. After the compression study of the amplitude samples, it turns out interesting to test the compression algorithm on the time intervals, $\mathit{TI}$. [Fig. 13](#f0065){ref-type="fig"} presents an example of time intervals values and shows few peaks while the majority of data is slightly higher than zero. This observation is encouraging to also study the compressibility of time intervals and identify a basis for which the time intervals' vector is sparse.Fig. 13Example of time intervals values.

5.1. Wavelet selection results {#s0070}
------------------------------

As in [Section 4](#s0045){ref-type="sec"}, DWT is applied including all the available Matlab orthogonal and biorthogonal wavelets to select the best-fit wavelet and evaluate its compression performances. The range of variation of $K$ is drawn on [Fig. 14](#f0070){ref-type="fig"} for a basis dimension equal to $64$, $L$ equal to 2. For all simulated wavelets, $K_{\mathit{\max}_{w}}$ is almost equal to the basis dimension. Thus, no compression is observed for all ECH test signals. To point out the compression results for time intervals while varying $L$ and $D$, [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} summarizes the values of the number of the most significant wavelets, $K_{\mathit{optTI}}$, and the samples compression ratio, $\mathit{SCR}_{\mathit{optTI}}$. In all the considered cases, the amount of time intervals compression is at most 11.71%. With such rates, it can be supposed that it is not worth to add computational complexity to the cardiac acquisition system.Fig. 14Number of wavelets, $K,$ variations vs wavelet families for L = 2 and D = 64.Table 3Time intervals' compression results for a 2-% $\mathit{PRD}$.$\left( {L,D} \right)$$K_{\mathit{optTI}}$$\mathit{SCR}_{\mathit{optTI}}$(%)Wavelet families(2,64)$59$$7,8$rbio1.1, rbio1.3, rbio1.5, rbio2.4, rbio2.6, rbio2.8, db1, bior1.1, bior1.3, bior1.5 bior2.2, bior2.4, bior3.7, bior3.9, haar(3,64)$58$$9,37$coif5, rbio1.1, rbio1.3, db1, bior1.1, bior1.3, bior1.5, haar(2,128)114$10,93$bior2.8(2,128)113$11,71$rbio1.3, bior1.3, bior6.8

The idea behind time compression is to use the same compression stage as in output amplitude compression. In fact, to avoid adding complexity, it was proposed to simply adjust the compression stage to reduce at most the PRD of time intervals output after decompression. Thus, the compression was supposed to be done with the bior3.1 wavelet family with $L = 2$ and $D = 64$.

However, for this configuration, the simulation on Matlab considering the 75 ECG signals shows that the bior3.1 wavelet is not selected as an optimal wavelet family to compress time intervals as presented in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}. Besides, according to the results in [Fig. 14](#f0070){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, in order to ensure a good time axis quality after decompression, 59 among 64 wavelets have to be conserved. From this study, it is estimated that almost no compression will be obtained.

5.2. Design of the compression stage of the time intervals output {#s0075}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

As presented in the previous section, after the bior3.1 decomposition, the threshold has to be performed. In order to reduce complexity, the threshold value $\tau_{s}$ has to be adjusted by an empirically computed value $\gamma$ to satisfy the 2% PRD condition. Adjusting $\tau_{s}$ for all time intervals output signals leads to $\tau_{\mathit{TI}}$ as in [(19)](#e0095){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The PRD condition is also applied to time interval signals as it allows a small distortion of the signal after the reconstruction step.$$\left. \tau_{\mathit{TI}} = {\gamma\sigma}_{\mathit{noise}}\sqrt{2\log_{2}D}/\sqrt{D} \right.$$

Simulations with the 75 ECG signals show that in order to keep the PRD of all time interval signals less then 2%, $\gamma$ must be equal to $0.1$ as presented by [Fig. 15](#f0075){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 15Performances of the time interval signal compression.

When we apply the modified threshold $\tau_{\mathit{TI}}$, the PRD reaches the value of 2.4% and exceeds the limitation value in only 3 cases among 75% of signals.

As awaited, the compression is not satisfactory as for 75% of the signals, the compression ratio is at most equal to 42%. Some signals are almost unchanged after compression at 4%-CR. The median of the time intervals $\mathit{SC}R_{\mathit{TI}}$ is equal to 31%. To sum up the impact of the compression steps on the total compression ratio, the equation [(18)](#e0090){ref-type="disp-formula"} is revised into [(20)](#e0100){ref-type="disp-formula"} to show the effect of $\mathit{SC}R_{\mathit{ECG}}$ of the LC-ADC output amplitude compression and the effect of $\mathit{SC}R_{\mathit{TI}}$ of the time intervals compression.$$CR_{\mathit{LCADC} + TI} = \frac{mN_{\mathit{ADC}} - \left( {M \times SCR_{\mathit{ECG}} + N \times SCR_{\mathit{TI}}} \right)N_{\mathit{LC} - ADC}}{mN_{\mathit{ADC}}}$$

Adding the optimal compression of the time axis improves slightly the total compression ratio as depicted in [Fig. 16](#f0080){ref-type="fig"} . The maximal increase of $CR_{\mathit{LCADC} + TI}$ is equal to 8.4%.Fig. 16CR results for LC-ADC, compressed output amplitude and compressed time intervals output using the designed compression stage versus different leads of ECG signals.

In order to improve the compression ratios, the same wavelets, namely bior3.1 wavelets and the thresholding method at $\tau_{s}$ for amplitude samples and $\tau_{\mathit{TI}}$ for time intervals values are tested. The simulation results are presented by [Fig. 17](#f0085){ref-type="fig"} for the original signal, $ECG1$, which is the sparsest signal, and the reconstructed one after compression and decompression of both amplitude and time intervals with the designed compression stage, that are followed by linear interpolation. From [Fig. 17](#f0085){ref-type="fig"}, it is seen that a temporal offset between the original signal and the reconstructed one exists. This offset is due to the false values recovered after decompression of time intervals. In fact, since LC-ADC outputs time interval values in addition to the ECG amplitude data, the time axis has to be recovered from time interval values. Any slight error on the time intervals will be accumulated during each iteration of time axis reconstruction. Any small distortion on the time intervals leads to a large time axis distortion after 2 or 3 hearts beats. This distortion turns in a temporal offset between original and recovered signals. Besides, even if the condition of 2% PRD is satisfied, the time intervals compression leads to a highly distorted signal due to the cumulative errors on time axis. In the case of ECG1 drawn in [Fig. 17](#f0085){ref-type="fig"}, the PRD computed on the third heart beat interval sharply increases reaching 98%. This PRD will be increased for further heart beat intervals.Fig. 17Reconstructed vs original of the sparsest signal, ECG1, after filter banks-based compression of time intervals output \@L = 2, D = 64 and K = 32.

Clearly, referring to [Fig. 17](#f0085){ref-type="fig"}, time intervals compression with bior3.1 wavelets followed by thresholding at $\tau_{\mathit{TI}}$ lead to the same offset error in many signals. Thus, DWT of the time intervals seems useless. Other compression methods especially lossless ones have to be applied instead of lossy algorithms. In the next section, an overall evaluation of the proposed compression solution is discussed.

5.3. Evaluation of the proposed compression performances {#s0080}
--------------------------------------------------------

The efficiency of both LC-ADC and bior3.1 decomposition followed by thresholding, is computed for a real ECG signal and compared to the conventional ADC acquisition followed by DWT and thresholding process. For instance, the aV1 signal from *s0101lrem* taken from *PTB-diagnostic* database and corresponding to myocardial infarction pathology is considered. The signal as recorded from Physionet database is sampled at 1 kHz and with the resolution of 16 bits meaning that for 1 kilo samples, 16 kilo bits are collected. In [@b0050], an ECG compression by DWT decomposition followed by thresholding allows 68% of SCR. Such compression leads to decrease the number of bits to 5120 bits. Using LC-ADC, the 1 kilo samples will be reduced by $CR_{\mathit{LC} - ADC}$ to get 227 samples of amplitude and the same number of time intervals. With the configuration of the LC-ADC, and with the proposed DWT and thresholding process only on the amplitude samples, 3398 bits are generated. This result implies a 33% of bits reduction compared to conventional ADC followed by compression using wavelet transform.

6. Conclusion {#s0085}
=============

In this paper, the authors suggest a study of the compressibility of continuous-time sampled ECG signals. The study is based on exhaustive simulations and comparative analysis. The study is conducted over 75 real acquisitions using 54 different wavelet families to choose the optimal wavelet for ECG compression. The design of the compression stage is proposed by choosing a multiplier-free decomposition wavelet followed by a noncomplex thresholding process. The aim of this work is the circuit implementation and the real-time process of the DWT and the threshold. As the LC-ADC delivers a couple of outputs, amplitudes and time intervals, the compression study considers both data types. Interestingly, the presented results show that amplitude compression using biorthogonal wavelets is beneficial to the continuous-time acquisition. Due to efficient digitization by the LC-ADC and then extraction of the relevant information using the DWT and the thresholding process, CRs range from 65.9% to 85.8%.

In the same perspective of reaching higher compression results, for all available Matlab wavelets, time intervals compression is evaluated and its implementation study is also proposed. It is shown that data volume is reduced at most by only 8.4%. Besides, even when distortions are slight on the reconstructed time intervals, a cumulative error in ECG reconstructed signals leads to a time shift of the decompressed signal. Therefore, the authors conclude that DWT compression method is only appropriate for amplitude compression, and a lossless compression is required for time intervals. In future works, the authors aim to nest the proposed work in an e-Health solution for heart pathology prediction and decision support system. They are involving machine learning algorithms for LC-ADC output classification based on supervised learning algorithms that admit DWT as feature extraction technique.
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